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About the Public Safety & Justice (PS&J) Practice Group  

The Public Safety and Justice practice group provides advice and conducts litigation in matters 
including high-risk offender post-sentence detention/supervision applications and extensions of the 
status of forensic patients, reviews of conviction and sentence, applications for the exercise of the 
royal prerogative of mercy, advice and litigation in relation to contempt of court, appearances 
before the Mental Health Review Tribunal, acting for police in applications regarding domestic 
violence, and other advice work related to such matters. 

What kind of work can you expect to be involved in as part of this team?  
As a member of the PS&J team you can expect to have carriage of significant matters in your own 
practice.  In most cases, you will be acting on behalf the Attorney General, the Department of 
Communities and Justice, the Commissioner of Corrective Services, the Commissioner of Police, 
the Minister for Mental Health and other significant clients.   
The work will be a combination of providing advice and litigation services in relation to matters 
which have a criminal background.  This usually entails reading and analysing criminal histories, 
remarks on sentence, witness statements and other documents related to the criminal process. 
You will be responsible for preparing, and supervising the preparation of, materials including 
affidavits and exhibits, as well as summonses and other court documents for litigation matters.  
You will also in some cases prepare, and supervise the preparation of, briefs to counsel including 
drafting observations.  
As part of your litigation work, you will be required to liaise with counsel and other parties and 
stakeholders such as Legal Aid, expert witnesses and in some cases victims and other witnesses.  
In some cases you may be dealing with the victims of domestic violence.  
In the advice stream, you may be required to review large amounts of material and draft advice as 
to the appropriateness of a conviction or sentence in relation to serious criminal matters including 
homicide and other violent offences, or to provide advice in relation to investigative powers or 
other statutory construction issues.  
In appropriate cases you may appear before various courts and tribunals in directions hearings, 
interlocutory proceedings or other hearings as required. 

What are we looking for in an ideal candidate? 
 Demonstrated ability to conduct complex legal matters independently – i.e. undertake legal 

research, prepare legal documents, provide high quality legal advice / recommendations to 
clients and effectively conduct litigation.   

 Prior experience in working on challenging subject matter and implementing a flexible and 
adaptable approach to fast-paced litigation. 

 Prior experience in independently identifying and advising clients on applicable legal risks and 
their strategic implications. 

 Demonstrated ability to provide client-focused legal services in line with goals and values of the 
Crown Solicitor’s Office. 

 Demonstrated ability to manage stressors associated with working on challenging matters that 
the PS&J team is involved in, and the ability to exercise sound judgement in respect of practice 
management that enables you and your team to stay engaged and motivated at work (such as 
debriefing, delegating and seeking help when required). 

 Demonstrated ability to provide professional supervision to other legal roles in: 
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o preparing legal advice to assure the quality of the advice provided; and/or  
o the conduct and planning of litigation; and/or  
o preparing and presenting written and oral submissions which are clear, accurate and 

persuasive. 
While knowledge of the criminal justice system (including the post-sentence and forensic patient 
regimes) is desirable, it is not a requirement to qualify for this role. 

Additionally, an ideal candidate for the role of Principal Solicitor VI will have:  
 The ability to manage competing priorities in a busy practice.  
 The ability to analyse large amounts of documentation, discern relevant issues and identify 

legal and procedural implications and solutions. 
 Good capacity to communicate effectively with stakeholders at all levels of the criminal justice 

and legal system, and an empathic approach to victims and other witnesses involved in 
matters. 

 The ability to work well within a team in order to meet deadlines and manage workloads. 
For more details about the team visit: 
https://www.cso.nsw.gov.au/Pages/cso_ourexpertise/cso_public_safety_justice.aspx  
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